
 
 

 
 
Expected Rate Cuts, AI Enthusiasm and Falling Inflation Push the S&P 500 
to New All-Time Highs 
 
The S&P 500 experienced its first real dose of volatility early in the second quarter, but 
expectations for interest rate cuts by the Federal Reserve, solid economic growth and continued 
strong financial performance from AI-related tech companies ultimately pushed the S&P 500 to 
new all-time highs and the index finished the quarter with strong gains.    

While the S&P 500 hit new highs in the second quarter, the month of April was decidedly 
negative for markets as fears of no rate cuts in 2024 (or even a rate hike) pressured stocks. The 
catalyst for these concerns was the March Consumer Price Index (CPI), which rose 3.5% year 
over year, higher than estimates. That hotter-than-expected reading reversed several months of 
declines in CPI and ignited fears that inflation could be “sticky” and, if so, delay expected Fed 
rate cuts. Those higher rate concerns were then compounded by comments by New York Fed 
President John Williams, who stated rate hikes (which investors assumed were over) were 
possible if inflation showed signs of re-accelerating. The practical impact of the hot CPI report 
and William’s commentary was to push rate cut expectations out from June to September and 
that caused the 10-year Treasury yield to rise sharply, from 4.20% at the start of the quarter to a 
high of 4.72%. Those higher yields pressured the S&P 500 in April, which fell 4.08% and 
completed its worst month since September. 

On the first day of May, however, the Fed largely dispelled concerns about potential rate hikes 
and ignited a rebound that ultimately carried the S&P 500 to new highs. At the May 1 FOMC 
decision, Fed Chair Powell essentially shut the proverbial door on the possibility of rate hikes, 
stating that if the Fed was concerned about inflation, it would likely just keep interest rates at 
current levels for a longer period instead of raising them. That comment provided immediate 
relief for investors and both stocks and bonds rallied early in May as rate hike fears subsided. 
Then, later in the month, the April CPI report (released in mid-May) rose 3.4% year over year, 
slightly lower than the 3.5% in March and that resumption of disinflation (the decline in 
inflation) further increased expectations for rate cuts in 2024. Additionally, employment data 
moderated in May, with the April jobs report coming in below expectations (but still at healthy 
levels). The practical result of the resumption of disinflation, the supportive Fed commentary 



and moderating labor market data was to increase September rate cut expectations, push the 
10-year Treasury yield back down below 4.50% and spark a 4.96% rally in the S&P 500 in May.   

The upward momentum continued in June thanks to more positive news on inflation, additional 
reassuring commentary from the Fed and strong AI-linked tech earnings. First, the May CPI 
(released in mid-June) declined to 3.3% year over year, the lowest level since February. Core CPI, 
which excludes food and energy prices, dropped to the lowest level since April 2021, further 
confirming ongoing disinflation. Then, at the June FOMC meeting, Fed Chair Powell reassured 
markets two rate cuts are entirely possible in 2024, reinforcing market expectations for a 
September rate cut. Economic data, meanwhile, showed continued moderation of activity and 
that slowing growth and falling inflation helped to push the 10-year Treasury yield close to 
4.20%, a multi-month low. Finally, investor excitement for AI remained extreme in June, as 
strong AI-driven earnings from Oracle (ORCL) and Broadcom (AVGO) along with news Apple 
(AAPL) was integrating AI technology into future iPhones pushed tech stocks higher and that, 
combined with falling Treasury yields and rising rate cut expectations, sent the S&P 500 to new 
all-time highs above 5,500.   

In sum, markets impressively rebounded from April declines and the S&P 500 hit a new high 
thanks to increased rate cut expectations, falling Treasury yields and continued robust earnings 
growth from AI-linked tech companies.   

Third Quarter Market Outlook 

Stocks begin the third quarter of 2024 riding a wave of optimism and positive news as inflation is 
declining in earnest, the Fed may deliver the first rate cut in over four years this September, 
economic growth remains generally solid and substantial earnings growth from AI-linked tech 
companies has shown no signs of slowing down.   

Those positives and optimism are reflected in the fact that the S&P 500 has made more than 30 
new highs so far in 2024 and is trading at levels that, historically speaking, are richly valued. That 
said, if inflation continues to decline, economic growth stays solid and the Fed delivers on a 
September cut, absent any other major surprises, it’s reasonable to expect this strong 2024 rally 
to continue in Q3.   

However, while the outlook for stocks is undoubtedly positive right now, market history has 
shown us that nothing is guaranteed. As such, we must be constantly aware of events that can 
change the market dynamic, as we do not want to get blindsided by sudden volatility. 

To that point, the market does face risks as we start the third quarter. Slowing economic 
growth, disappointment if the Fed doesn’t cut rates in September, underwhelming Q2 earnings 
results (out in July), a rebound in inflation and geopolitical surprises (including the looming U.S. 
elections) are all potential negatives. And, given high levels of investor optimism and current 
market valuations, any of those events could cause a pullback in markets similar to what was 
experienced in April (or worse).   

While any of those risks (either by themselves or in combination with one another) could result 
in a drop in stocks or bond prices, the risk of slowing economic growth is perhaps the most 
substantial threat to this incredible 2024 rally. To that point, for the first time in years, economic 
data is pointing to a clear loss of economic momentum. So far, the market has welcomed that 
moderation in growth because it has increased the chances of a September rate cut. However, if 
growth begins to slow more than expected and concerns about an economic contraction 



increase, that would be a new, material negative for markets. Because of that risk, we will be 
monitoring economic data very closely in the coming months.   

Bottom line, the outlook for stocks remains positive but that should not be confused with a risk-
free environment. There are real risks to this historic rally, and we will continue to monitor them 
closely in the coming quarter.   

To that point, at Alden Capital Management, we are committed to helping you effectively 
navigate this investment environment. Successful investing is a marathon, not a sprint, and even 
intense volatility is unlikely to alter a diversified approach set up to meet your long-term 
investment goals. 

Therefore, it’s critical for you to stay invested, remain patient, and stick to the plan, as we’ve 
worked with you to establish a unique, personal allocation target based on your financial 
position, risk tolerance, and investment timeline. 

We remain focused on both opportunities and risks in the markets, and we thank you for your 
ongoing confidence and trust. Please rest assured that our entire team will remain dedicated to 
helping you successfully navigate this market environment. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions, comments, or to schedule a portfolio 
review. 

Sincerely,  

Laura N. Christofferson, CFP®, CDFA® 

Matthew B Wigren CFP® CIMA® 
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